SOX2 regulation by hedgehog signaling controls adult lingual epithelium homeostasis
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ABSTRACT

Adult tongue epithelium is continuously renewed from epithelial progenitor cells, a process that requires hedgehog (HH) signaling. In mice, pharmacological inhibition of the HH pathway causes taste bud loss within a few weeks. Previously, we demonstrated that sonic hedgehog (SHH) overexpression in lingual progenitors induces ectopic taste buds with locally increased SOX2 expression, suggesting that taste bud differentiation depends on SOX2 downstream of HH. To test this, we inhibited HH signaling in mice and observed a rapid decline in Sox2 and SOX2-GFP expression in taste epithelium. Upon conditional deletion of Sox2, differentiation of both taste and non-taste epithelial cells was blocked, and progenitor cell number increased. In contrast to basally restricted proliferation in controls, dividing cells were overabundant and spread to suprabasal epithelial layers in mutants. SOX2 loss in progenitors also led non-cell-autonomously to taste cell apoptosis, dramatically shortening taste cell lifespans. Finally, in tongues with conditional Sox2 deletion and SHH overexpression, ectopic and endogenous taste buds were not detectable; instead, progenitor hyperproliferation expanded throughout the lingual epithelium. In summary, we show that SOX2 functions downstream of HH signaling to regulate lingual epithelium homeostasis.
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INTRODUCTION

In mammals, the adult lingual epithelium can be categorized into non-taste and taste components. The majority of the tongue surface is covered by keratinized, non-taste epithelium made up of mechanosensory filiform papillae, which are curved, spiny-shaped structures with small mesenchymal cores (Hume and Potten, 1976). The more complex taste epithelium consists of collections of neuroepithelial taste cells organized within taste buds, which in turn lie in specialized taste papillae on the tongue surface. In rodents, fungiform papillae (FFP) are arrayed on the anterior two-thirds of the tongue, interspersed among filiform papillae of the non-taste epithelium. Each rodent FFP houses a single apical taste bud surrounded by keratinocytes that make up the papilla walls, which in turn surround a mesenchymal core. Murine taste buds comprise ~60-100 fusiform taste receptor cells responsible for detecting, transducing and transmitting to the brain the five basic tastes, i.e. salty, sweet, bitter, umami/savory and sour (Chaudhari and Roper, 2010).

Both non-taste and taste epithelium are continually renewed from basally located progenitor cells. Previous tritiated thymidine studies in mice show that the non-taste epithelium has a turnover rate of 5-7 days; it is one of the fastest renewing tissues in mammals, only slightly slower than the pace of renewal of the intestinal epithelium (3-5 days) (Barker, 2014; Hume and Potten, 1976; Liu et al., 2012). By contrast, similar approaches to define taste cell lifespan concluded that these cells are longer lived, with a median lifespan of 10-14 days (Beidler and Smallman, 1965; Delay et al., 1986; Farbman, 1980), although some taste bud cells persist up to 44 days (Hamamichi et al., 2006; Perea-Martinez et al., 2013).

More recent studies using inducible genetic systems to lineage label keratin (K) 5+ and K14+ (also known as KRT5 and KRT14, respectively – Mouse Genome Informatics) basal epithelial cells in the tongue have demonstrated that this population comprises bipotential progenitors (Gailhard et al., 2015; Okubo et al., 2009). K5/14+ cells located basally in the non-taste epithelium are progenitor cells that give rise to differentiated K13+ (KRT13) keratinocytes. K13+ cells contribute to suprabasal epithelial layers of filiform papillae and FFP, and are ultimately shed at the tongue surface (Iwasaki et al., 2006; Okubo et al., 2009); this lineage progression resembles that of the interfollicular epidermis of the skin (Winter et al., 1990). In taste epithelium, K5/14+ cells situated immediately adjacent to each bud are referred to as perigemmal (PG) cells. These mitotically active progenitors generate cells that exit the cell cycle, enter taste buds, and become immediate taste cell precursors (also known as type IV cells) located basally in each bud. Ultimately, these intragemmal (IG) cells, i.e. inside taste buds, differentiate into mature taste cells within 2.5-3 days of their last division (Barlow, 2015; Barlow and Klein, 2015; Cho et al., 1998; Hamamichi et al., 2006; Miura et al., 2006, 2014; Nguyen and Barlow, 2010; Perea-Martinez et al., 2013). Besides contributing to taste buds, K5/K14+ progenitor cells within FFP replenish themselves and provide keratinocytes to the region of the taste pore and adjacent K13+ non-taste epithelium of the taste papilla (Okubo et al., 2009). The intrinsic differences between non-taste and taste epithelial cell lineages suggest differential molecular regulation of cell fates in these two tissue compartments.
One molecular regulator of cell renewal in many epithelia is sonic hedgehog (SHH) signaling. SHH is expressed by postmitotic taste precursor cells (Miura et al., 2014), whereas mitotically active K5/K14+ progenitors surrounding each bud express the SHH target genes *Pch1* and *Gli1*, suggesting that SHH signals from within the bud to adjacent progenitors, to regulate proliferation and/or taste cell differentiation (Miura, 2003; Miura and Barlow, 2010; Miura et al., 2001, 2014). HH signaling-dependent cancers, such as basal cell carcinomas, are frequently treated with hedgehog pathway inhibitors (HPIs) to inhibit constitutive HH pathway activation (Ng and Curran, 2011; Rubin and de Sauvage, 2006; Wong and Dlugosz, 2014). Although these chemotherapeutics efficiently target tumors, patients experience disturbingly altered taste sensation (LoRusso et al., 2011; Rodon et al., 2014; Tang et al., 2012). Moreover, in mice, HPIs lead to taste bud loss, as well as loss of taste nerve responses (Kumari et al., 2015, 2017; Yang et al., 2015), indicating that HH signaling is required for taste cell renewal.

Another important regulator of taste bud differentiation is SOX2, which belongs to the family of SRY-related HMG box transcription factors that are critical for cell fate determination during development and stem cell maintenance/differentiation in many adult tissues (Arnold et al., 2011; Liu et al., 2012). The importance of SOX2 during embryonic taste development was first demonstrated by failure of *Sox2* hypomorphic mutants to generate FF taste buds (Okubo et al., 2006). In the adult tongue, SOX2 is expressed at low levels by K14+ cells, and *Sox2* genetic lineage tracing confirms that SOX2+ basal keratinocytes also function as bipotential stem cells for taste and non-taste lingual epithelium (Ohmoto et al., 2017). Furthermore, SOX2 is also expressed in PG K14+ taste bud progenitors, in basal cells within taste buds and in a subset of mature taste receptor cells (Ohmoto et al., 2017; Okubo et al., 2006; Suzuki, 2008), suggesting that SOX2 may be key to proper taste cell differentiation from progenitors. Interestingly, overexpression of SHH in K14+ progenitors leads to formation of ectopic taste buds, which are associated with increased SOX2 expression in epithelial cells surrounding and within ectopic buds (Castillo et al., 2014). These results suggested the testable hypothesis that renewal of adult lingual epithelium is positively regulated by HH signaling, which in turn requires downstream SOX2 function.

Here, we test this idea by assessing the impact of HH pathway inhibition on SOX2 expression using HhAntag, an HPI that blocks the HH effector smoothened (SMO) (Yauch et al., 2008). Additionally, we genetically delete Sox2 (SOX2cKO) (Shaham et al., 2009) or pair SOX2cKO with SHH overexpression (SHH-YFP:K1) (Castillo et al., 2014) in K14+ progenitors to explicitly test whether SOX2 is required for taste cell differentiation. Using SOX2-GFP mice, we find that pharmacological inhibition of the HH pathway, which blocks the differentiation program of taste buds (Castillo-Azofeifa et al., 2017), also leads to downregulation of SOX2-GFP in taste bud progenitors and taste buds. Furthermore, we show that SOX2 function in lingual progenitors is required broadly for lingual epithelial cell maintenance; in SOX2cKO mice, K14+ progenitors fail to differentiate and instead proliferate. Unexpectedly, we find that SOX2 function in progenitors is required non-cell-autonomously for survival of differentiated taste bud cells, as taste cells rapidly undergo apoptosis when *Sox2* is deleted from progenitors only. Finally, loss of SOX2 abrogates the ability of SHH to induce ectopic taste buds; instead, SHH overexpression in SOX2cKO epithelium results in hyperproliferation of basal epithelial cells, suggesting that in the absence of SOX2, SHH switches from a pro-taste differentiation signal to a robust mitogen.

RESULTS

Adult taste buds are mildly but significantly affected within 1 week of HhAntag treatment

We and others have found that taste buds are significantly reduced after 21 days of HPI treatment (Castillo-Azofeifa et al., 2017; Kumari et al., 2015, 2017; Yang et al., 2015); during 2-4 weeks of drug exposure, FFP of typical appearance and their taste buds (Fig. 1A) are gradually lost as the number of atypical, i.e. degenerating, FFP taste buds (Fig. 1B) (Nagato et al., 1995; Oakley et al., 1990) increases (Castillo-Azofeifa et al., 2017; Kumari et al., 2015). However, because differentiation of taste progenitors into new taste cells takes ~3 days from their last division, we hypothesized that HPIs would affect taste bud renewal well in advance of taste bud loss. Using K8 (KRT8) immunostaining to mark mature taste buds (Fig. 1A) (Knapp et al., 1995), we found that neither typical FFP taste bud number and size nor atypical FFP number differed from controls after 3 days of drug (Fig. 1C,D). By 7 days of HhAntag treatment, typical FFP number was slightly, but not significantly, decreased, a trend that was similar for taste bud size (Fig. 1E,F); however, atypical FFP number increased significantly in drug-treated mice. These data suggested to us that taste bud homeostasis might already be affected by short-term inhibition of HH signaling.

SOX2-GFP expression in FFP epithelium and taste buds is significantly decreased by inhibition of HH signaling

As taste buds were impacted, albeit minimally, at 7 days, we reasoned that if SOX2 plays a role in taste cell renewal downstream of SHH, then SOX2 expression would be affected by short-term drug treatment. Hence, we examined GFP expression in SOX2-GFP mice treated with HhAntag or vehicle for 3 or 7 days. In intact control tongues, SOX2-GFP expression is readily detectable in FFP at low magnification (Fig. 2A). At higher magnification, dimmer GFP expression is evident in epithelial cells surrounding SOX2-GFP taste buds (Fig. 2A, inset, arrowheads and arrow, respectively); this pattern of SOX2-GFP expression was comparable in tongues of mice treated with drug for 3 days (Fig. 2B and inset). By contrast, after HhAntag treatment for 7 days, GFP expression was substantially reduced (Fig. 2C). Upon closer examination, GFP expression appeared to be limited to apical FF taste buds (Fig. 2C, inset and arrow), with little or no GFP signal in FFP epithelium surrounding buds.

We examined SOX2-GFP expression more closely in tissue sections of anterior tongues. Notably, SOX2-GFP reporter expression recapitulated SOX2 protein expression in adult tongue (Fig. 3A; Ohmoto et al., 2017; Okubo et al., 2009; Suzuki, 2008). Specifically, SOX2-GFP is highest in a subset of cells within K8+ taste buds (Fig. 2D-F, red), which have been proposed to represent immature and/or type 1 taste cells (Suzuki, 2008). SOX2-GFP is also more moderately expressed in PG cells immediately surrounding each bud (Fig. 2F,F’, asterisks) and epithelial walls of FFP (Fig. 2E,F, arrowheads), as well as at low levels in adjacent non-taste basal epithelial cells (Fig. 2E,F, arrows). Broadly, SOX2+ basal keratinocytes outside of taste buds are considered taste bud stem cells (Ohmoto et al., 2017), but it is not known whether specific subsets of PG and/or FFP wall SOX2+ cells function in this role.

SOX2-GFP expression in tongues of mice treated for 3 days with HhAntag was comparable to controls: a subset of K8+ taste bud cells (red), and PG cells adjacent to taste buds, as well as basal cells of the FFP walls and non-taste epithelium outside of FFP were all GFP+ (Fig. 2G-I). However, SOX2-GFP expression was significantly altered by 7 days of HhAntag treatment. GFP was virtually absent in FFP walls and PG cells (Fig. 2K-L’, arrowheads and asterisks,
respectively); only elongate IG K8+ taste cells within taste buds remained GFP+ (Fig. 2J-L′, red). These qualitative observations were confirmed by quantification of corrected SOX2-GFP fluorescence in: (1) the tissue compartment comprising the putative taste bud stem cell population, i.e. FFP walls plus PG cells (Fig. 2E,H,K, arrowheads and asterisks, respectively); and (2) K8+ taste buds (Fig. 2D,G,J) (see Materials and Methods). HhAntag given for 3 days did not alter IG SOX2-GFP expression (Fig. 2M), whereas in FFP walls and PG cells, fluorescence was slightly, but not significantly, reduced (Fig. 2N). Using qPCR, we found that Sox2 mRNA was reduced by 3 days of drug treatment (Fig. 2O), which correlates with the trend in reduced SOX2-GFP fluorescence outside of buds and indicates that HhAntag treatment leads to bona fide reduced expression of Sox2 in tongue epithelium. By 7 days post-treatment, SOX2-GFP fluorescence was significantly reduced in taste buds (Fig. 2P) and to an even greater extent in the FFP walls and PG compartment (Fig. 2Q). These data indicate that HH signaling regulates SOX2 expression and suggest that HH signaling and SOX2 together are required to regulate taste bud cell renewal.

Genetic ablation of Sox2 in K14+ progenitors disrupts taste bud renewal

Differentiation of taste buds is perturbed in Sox2 hypomorphic mouse embryos, indicating that Sox2 is required for early development of the taste epithelium (Okubo et al., 2006). To determine whether Sox2 is required for adult taste cell renewal, we conditionally deleted Sox2 in lingual epithelial progenitor cells by dosing K14CreER;Sox2flox/flox mice once with tamoxifen (SOX2cKO). Previously, we reported that K14-CreER activation results in broad but mosaic reporter gene expression within K14+ lingual progenitor cells and their daughter cells (Castillo et al., 2014). Taste cells within buds do not express K14 (Gaillard et al., 2015) and, therefore, of CreER activity in differentiated taste cells; rather, new taste cells generated from labeled progenitors inherit reporter expression and thus are only evident in buds several days after CreER induction (Okubo et al., 2009). As expected, Sox2, as evidenced by immunostaining, was deleted in the majority of basal progenitors 1 day post-tamoxifen (Fig. 3B), although small clusters of Sox2+ cells were detected in the non-taste epithelium, due to K14CreER mosaicism (Fig. 3B, red arrows). At 1 day post-induction, Sox2 was not deleted in K8+ taste buds of Sox2cKO mice; SOX2+ cells were detected in almost all taste buds after 1 day (Fig. 3A′,B′; Fig. S1A, gray versus cyan bars), consistent with the lack of K14 expression (Gaillard et al., 2015) and, therefore, of CreER activity in differentiated taste cells. Despite broad deletion of Sox2 in FFP and PG cells at 1 day post-tamoxifen, taste buds were detected in normal numbers and with normal morphology (Fig. 3B′,F). Two days post-induction, however, the number of K8+ taste buds was dramatically reduced in mutants compared with controls (Fig. 3G). Most remaining taste buds had perturbed morphology, ranging from narrow clusters of elongated cells, to small round collections of two or three K8+ cells (Fig. S1B-E). Remarkably, despite their abnormal morphologies, almost all possessed SOX2+ IG cells, i.e. located inside taste buds, but only a quarter were still surrounded by some SOX2+ PG cells.
Fig. S1F,G), and none exhibited SOX2+ cells in FFP walls (Fig. S1B-G, Fig. S1A, green bars). Following this initial drastic loss, taste bud number decreased more slowly as assessed at days 7 and 11 post-induction (Fig. 3H,I). Most remaining taste buds at 7 days had an elongated morphology or were very small, although some normally appearing buds were also present. In these mutants, almost all buds, regardless of morphology, housed IG SOX2+ cells (Fig. 3D,D′; Fig. S1B-I, Fig. S1A, blue bars); however, some taste buds with standard morphology also had SOX2+ cells in FFP and large numbers of SOX2+ PG cells (Fig. S1H,I) suggesting that in these normally appearing buds Sox2 simply had not been deleted from the K14+ progenitors due to mosaicism of K14CreER. In Sox2cKO tongues at day 11, taste buds were only detected in two of four mutants. Some of these had a normal appearance and persisted because of a failure of local Sox2 deletion, whereas the remainder comprised aggregates of a few K8− cells and mostly lacked SOX2+ IG, PG and FFP cells (Fig. S1A, magenta bars).

SOX2 in lingual epithelium is required to maintain adult taste buds and indicate that taste cell expression of SOX2 is not sufficient to maintain taste buds

Intriguingly, taste buds disappeared very rapidly in SOX2cKO mice (within 2 days), considering that rodent taste cells have an average lifespan of 14-21 days (Beidler and Smallman, 1965; Farbman,
This swift disappearance suggested that taste bud loss was not simply due to a failure of SOX2-depleted progenitors to fulfill normal replacement of taste bud cells, but rather that taste bud cells en masse were actively lost in the absence of SOX2 in progenitors.

In control tongues, terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase dUTP nick end labeling (TUNEL)+ cells are evident in the most superficial layer of the lingual epithelium, as these cells undergo cell death and form the barrier layer of the tongue surface (Fig. 4A, arrows). By contrast, apoptotic cells are rarely found within taste buds or basal layers of the epithelium (Fig. 4A) (Ichimori et al., 2009; Zeng and Oakley, 1999). One day after Sox2 deletion (K14CreERT2/+;Sox2flx/flx), SOX2+ cells are found within most taste buds, PG cells lack SOX2 expression (B, arrowheads) and SOX2+ epithelial cells outside of buds are limited to sparse, scattered clusters (B, red arrows). A similar pattern of SOX2 immunoreactivity is observed at 2 (C,C′), 7 (D,D′) and 11 (E,E′) days after Cre induction; SOX2+ cells are observed in occasional taste buds and scattered small clusters of more dimly SOX2+ cells are evident in non-taste epithelium (red arrows). The morphology of most remaining FF taste buds is disrupted in mutant mice; taste buds have fewer cells and/or more elongate morphology compared with controls (A–E). Nuclei are counterstained with Draq5 (blue). Scale bars: 50 μm. All are fluorescence images. N=3-5 mice per condition. Data are represented as mean+s.d.; *P<0.05, **P<0.01 (Student’s t-test).

Rather, we hypothesize that SOX2 acts in local progenitors to indirectly support taste cell survival.

**Loss of SOX2 in K14+ progenitors blocks differentiation of taste and non-taste epithelial cells**

In addition to increased taste cell death, we reasoned that rapid loss of taste buds in the absence of SOX2 might have direct effects on the progenitor population. Hence, we next investigated whether SOX2cKO affected differentiation of K14+ progenitors. In control taste papillae, K14+ basal progenitors comprise basal cells of the FFP walls and PG cells (Fig. 5A, green). The pattern of K14 expression is similar 1 day after SOX2cKO (data not shown). By contrast, at 2 days post-induction, in SOX2cKO tongues K14+ cells expand above the basal epithelial layer and encroach upon FF taste buds (Fig. 5B, arrowheads). By 7 and 11 days, many more K14+ cells occupy the suprabasal epithelium, including regions formerly occupied by taste buds (Fig. 5C,D). Additionally, at later time points, many suprabasal K14+ cells were abnormally elongated and flattened, in contrast to basally located, ovoid K14+ cells (Fig. 5C,D, red arrows). As SOX2 is expressed in non-taste epithelial progenitors, we reasoned that in the absence of SOX2 keratinocyte differentiation might also be disturbed throughout the tongue.
Mechanosensory filiform papillae with small, short pits between them make up the majority of the non-taste epithelium. K14+ progenitors in control tongues surround the mesenchymal core of each filiform papilla (Fig. 5E, asterisks), reside in filiform papilla per se (Fig. 5E, arrows), and lie at the basement membrane of the interpapillary pits (IPPs) (Fig. 5E); this pattern did not differ 1 day after SOX2cKO (data not shown). At 2 days following SOX2cKO deletion, spinous-shaped filiform papillae with mesenchymal cores were present (Fig. 5F, arrows and asterisks); however, IPPs now comprised mostly K14+ progenitors instead of K14− differentiated keratinocytes, and layers of K14+ cells within the IPPs extended to the tongue surface (Fig. 5F, IPP and white vertical bar). At 7 and 11 days post-induction, filiform papillae were lost altogether and K14+ progenitor cells expanded throughout the entire depth of the non-taste epithelium (Fig. 5G,H, white vertical bars).

To determine whether K14+ progenitors expand in the lingual epithelium because of sustained proliferation, we used Ki67 (MKI67) as a marker to detect actively cycling cells (Fig. 6A,A′). In control tongues, the majority of progenitor cells are Ki67+ and restricted to the basal epithelial layer (Fig. 6B,B′). At 2 days, proliferating cells had a disorganized distribution, with numerous Ki67+ cells in suprabasal layers of the epithelium (Fig. 6C,C′, arrowheads). With prolonged SOX2 loss, progressively more proliferating cells were detected both basally and suprabasally (Fig. 6D−E′, arrowheads indicate suprabasal cells).

Thus, our data indicate that genetic deletion of Sox2 in lingual progenitor cells quickly leads to impaired taste and non-taste cell differentiation, overexpansion of progenitor cells via aberrant proliferation, and taste bud cell death. The combination of these cellular events likely underlies the swift decrease in FF taste buds and loss of filiform papillae upon deletion of Sox2.

**Overexpression of SHH in SOX2cKO lingual progenitors transforms SHH from a pro-taste differentiation factor to an epithelial mitogen**

SHH overexpression in K14+ progenitors cells induces de novo differentiation of taste buds in regions of the lingual epithelium formerly thought to be incapable of sustaining taste cell differentiation (Castillo et al., 2014). Hence, we next investigated whether SHH overexpression in K14+ progenitors can drive taste cell differentiation in the absence of SOX2. We took advantage of a Shh conditional knock-in allele, SHH-ires-YFPcKI (SHHcKI), together with SOX2cKO to drive SHH expression and Sox2 deletion in K14+ progenitors of adult K14+;creER;RosaShh-IRES-YFPcKI;Sox2m2fox/fox mice (SHHcKI-SOX2cKO). Control and mutant mice were given a single tamoxifen dose and tongues were analyzed at 11 days. In genetic controls (RosaShh-IRES-YFPcKI;Sox2m2fox/fox treated with tamoxifen), FF taste buds are readily visible on the tongue surface as translucent ovoids (Fig. 7A, arrowheads) interspersed among spinous filiform papillae. In SHHcKI-SOX2cKO mice, neither FF nor filiform papillae were abundant on the tongue surface; those GFP that remained likely reflected mosaic Cre activation (Fig. 7B, arrowheads). The loss of taste buds was confirmed in K8-immunostained tissue sections; SHHcKI-SOX2cKO mice exhibited on average one K8+ FF taste bud in the anteriormost 1.5 mm of the tongue per mouse compared with ~20 buds evident in the same region of each tongue in controls (Fig. 7C). Thus, deletion of Sox2 prevents SHH-dependent ectopic taste bud formation, a result consistent with our previous observation that ectopically induced taste buds expressed high levels of SOX2 (Castillo et al., 2014).

We also assessed the gross morphology of the dorsal, lateral and ventral epithelia in tongue cryosections from mutants and controls. In general, despite induction of ectopic taste buds, lingual epithelium has a normal morphology in SHHcKI mutants. In control and SHHcKI mice, GFP, readily identifiable by nuclear counterstain, are found predominantly on the dorsal surface of the tongue (Fig. S2A,B, arrowheads), whereas in SHHcKI-SOX2cKO mutants, FF taste buds were mostly absent (Fig. S2C). Dorsal, lateral and ventral epithelia in control and SHHcKI tongues have well-organized FF and filiform papillae with discrete mesenchymal cores (Fig. S2D, E,G,H, asterisks), and there is a clear distinction between the basal epithelial layer and the lamina propria, i.e. connective tissue, below (Fig. S2D,E,G,H). In SHHcKI-SOX2cKO mice, however, papillary epithelial invaginations with mesenchymal cores virtually...
disappear, the epithelium appears to contain more cells, and the boundary between epithelium and lamina propria is indistinct (Fig. S2C,F,I). This disorganized phenotype is more severe in the lateral and ventral aspects of the tongue, where, in controls, taste buds do not typically reside.

We next examined the extent of epithelial proliferation in control, SHHcKI and SHHcKI-SOX2cKO tongues, reasoning that an increase in proliferation may underlie the aberrant morphology seen in SHHcKI-SOX2cKO lingual epithelia. In both controls and SHHcKI mice, K14+ cells were restricted to the basal epithelial layer of both FFP and non-taste epithelium, and the proportion of proliferating epithelial cells appeared to be comparable in control and SHHcKI tongues (Fig. 7D-G); these observations are consistent with the minimal impact of loss of SHH signaling on lingual epithelial proliferation (Castillo-Azofeifa et al., 2017; Kumari et al., 2017). By contrast, but similar to the impact of SOX2cKO alone (see Fig. 6E′), K14+ cells were dramatically increased and found throughout a greatly expanded epithelium in SHHcKI-SOX2cKO tongues (Fig. 7H). The expanded domains in double mutant epithelium comprised primarily K14+ progenitors, lacked the differentiated K13+ keratinocytes that occupy suprabasal layers in controls (Fig. 7I-K), and coincided with large areas of SHH-overexpressing cells (Fig. 7L,M).

**DISCUSSION**

Little is known about the functional role of SOX2 in adult lingual epithelium, or about the connection, if any, between HH signaling and SOX2. Specifically, we wanted to investigate whether the interaction of these two factors is crucial for taste bud homeostasis. Previously, we showed that SHH overexpression in K14+ progenitors of the adult non-taste epithelium results in elevated SOX2 levels, and these ectopic patches of high SHH/SOX2 expression coincide with the development of ectopic taste buds (Castillo et al., 2014). These findings suggested that the mechanism by which SHH regulates taste bud homeostasis is by increasing SOX2 expression levels.

In the present study, we demonstrate that SOX2 is downstream of the HH signaling cascade and that SOX2 is essential for translating HH activity into the appropriate cellular output (Fig. 8A). We show that HH signaling inhibition results in rapid downregulation of SOX2 in both taste progenitors and IG taste bud cells, disrupting taste cell fate (Fig. 8B). Additionally, Sox2 conditional deletion in lingual progenitor cells promotes taste cell death, prevents...
differentiation of taste cells and lingual keratinocytes, and expands the undifferentiated progenitor cell population. Finally, we demonstrate that SHH functions as a mitogen rather than a pro-taste bud differentiation factor in the absence of SOX2 (Fig. 8C).

We first sought to elucidate whether acute use of an HPI impacts taste bud maintenance, as chronic administration of HPIs in humans and mice affects the taste system (Kumari et al., 2015, 2017; LoRusso et al., 2011; Rodon et al., 2014; Tang et al., 2012; Yang et al., 2015). After 1 week of HhAntag treatment, taste bud number and size were slightly, but not significantly, decreased, and the incidence of degenerating FFP was significantly increased. Even though these differences were small or not statistically significant, they nonetheless suggested that HH-dependent molecular mechanisms regulating taste cell renewal were already affected by 7 days but had not yet been translated into a robust cellular phenotype.

In the adult tongue, SOX2 is moderately expressed in PG cells and FFP walls and more highly expressed in a subset of IG taste bud cells, whereas SOX2 expression is low in the basal keratinocytes of the non-taste epithelium (Ohmoto et al., 2017; Okubo et al., 2006, 2009; Suzuki, 2008). In adult mice, after transection of the glossopharyngeal nerve innervating the posterior circumvallate taste papilla, taste buds disappear, as does SOX2 expression in taste progenitors and taste buds. Nerve regeneration is required for taste bud regeneration (Cheal and Oakley, 1977) and, similarly, nerve regeneration leads to reappearance of high levels of SOX2 expression in PG cells followed by expression within the regenerating taste buds (Suzuki, 2008), suggesting that SOX2 is involved in adult taste bud regeneration. Monitoring SOX2 activity via SOX2-GFP expression in HhAntag-treated mice, we found that SOX2-GFP was significantly decreased in FFP taste epithelium after 7 days of drug treatment. Interestingly, with HPI treatment, we detected a greater effect on SOX2-GFP expression in the PG progenitors compared with SOX2-GFP inside taste buds, which aligns with the PG pattern of recovery of SOX2 expression prior to taste bud regeneration after denervation (Suzuki, 2008). In summary, these data support the model that blocking HH signaling: (1) triggers downregulation of SOX2 expression in HH-responding PG progenitors, followed by (2) reduced SOX2 expression in mature taste cells, and finally (3) taste bud regression (Fig. 8A,B).

Prior studies have suggested that SOX2 is required but not sufficient for embryonic taste bud formation. Sox2 hypomorphic embryos, which express ∼20% of normal SOX2 levels, fail to form differentiated taste buds at birth, but Sox2 gain of function does not induce taste bud differentiation (Okubo et al., 2006). Our findings extend a requirement for SOX2 to adult taste bud renewal, as loss of SOX2 in adult tongue progenitors causes taste bud deterioration. Compared with the effect of HH pathway inhibition, which primarily impacts taste buds, however, Sox2 deletion prompts a much more dramatic lingual phenotype that includes perturbation of taste buds and non-taste epithelium. This result is not unexpected, as the SOX2 transcription factor functions in a host of processes, and is regulated by or itself regulates a multitude of signaling pathways (Liu et al., 2013b), including the Wnt pathway, which is a key regulator of taste and lingual epithelial cell renewal. Although the role of SOX2, if any, in mediating Wnt signaling in tongue is unknown, loss of Sox2 likely disrupts many molecular regulators.

A comprehensive study showed that SOX2 is expressed in many adult mouse epithelial tissues (e.g. tongue, lungs, lens, glandular stomach, esophagus, forestomach and anus), where it marks basally situated progenitor cells (Arnold et al., 2011). This group showed that ablation of SOX2+ basal cells in the tongue and oral mucosa resulted in inflammation, ulcers and edema in the oral cavity (Arnold et al., 2011). Our data complement this study, as loss of SOX2 in tongue progenitors alters adult lingual epithelium homeostasis by promoting K14+ progenitor proliferation and impeding taste and non-taste cell fates (Fig. 8C). However, our results contrast with reports that hypomorphic SOX2 expression did not affect differentiation of filiform papillae and progenitor...
proliferation in embryos (Okubo et al., 2006), as well as that stratified epithelial layers in the tongue are unaltered by ablation of SOX2 progenitors in adults (Arnold et al., 2011). The discrepancies with the developmental study may be due to a more limited function of SOX2 in embryonic lingual epithelium, as opposed to the broader role for SOX2 in adult tongue, where we show it is required for both taste and non-taste epithelium. Alternatively, hypomorphic SOX2 expression may be sufficient for filiform papillae development, where in adults SOX2 levels are lowest. Our findings, however, parallel those from studies of SOX2+ dental epithelial cells that contribute to all epithelial cell lineages of the mouse incisor (Juuri et al., 2012).

Our data support a model in which HH controls tongue epithelium homeostasis by regulating SOX2 levels in lingual progenitors (Fig. 8). In support of this hypothesis, in adult FFP, the PG cells that highly express SOX2 are also GLI1+, and are directly affected
Furthermore, a SOX2-SHH link has been reported in embryonic tongues, in which both genes are co-expressed in placodes of the developing taste papillae, and thus SOX2 and SHH may also interact in taste bud development. Imbalance between several signaling circuits involving SHH and SOX2 causes elevated levels of SOX2 in cells that normally differentiate into keratinocytes, and in some cases these cells appear to form taste buds (Beites et al., 2009). A direct relationship between SHH and Sox2 has been documented in telencephalic neuroepithelial cells, in which SOX2 expression is under the control of the transcription factor GLI2 (Takanaga et al., 2009). Furthermore, in non-small-cell lung cancer stem cells, GLI1 was found to bind to the promoter region and regulate Sox2 transcription (Bora-Singhal et al., 2015).

To test the requirement of Sox2 downstream of HH in inducing taste bud differentiation, we overexpressed SHH in lingual epithelial progenitors and simultaneously deleted Sox2. We found that instead of inducing ectopic taste buds, SHH activated hyperproliferation of K14+ basal progenitors and blocked taste and non-taste epithelial differentiation. The tongue epithelial architecture was profoundly changed, developing into a hyperplastic basal cell carcinoma-like phenotype (Kasper et al., 2012; Oro et al., 1997; Wong and Dlugosz, 2014). SHH functions as a mitogen in a variety of tissues under homeostasis. In mouse lung development, SHH regulates cell proliferation of the epithelium and mesenchyme (Bellusci et al., 1997). In the anagen hair follicle, transit-amplifying progeny signal via SHH to the quiescent stem cell pool to proliferate for continual hair regeneration (Hsu et al., 2014), and conditional SHH signaling activation in the adult brain results in expansion of neural stem cells at the expense of their progeny (Ferent et al., 2014). Moreover, several types of cancers are associated with mutations of the HH pathway, including basal cell carcinomas (Jiang and Hui, 2008; Ng and Curran, 2011; Petrova and Joyner, 2014; Rubin and de Sauvage, 2006), and, in a mouse model, SHH overexpression in K14+ cells in the skin causes formation of basal cell carcinoma (Oro et al., 1997). Interestingly, in the tongue epithelium, SHH overexpression alone induces taste bud differentiation; only in the absence of SOX2 does SHH expression cause massive hyperproliferation and basal cell expansion, characteristic of basal cell carcinomas. Furthermore, although SOX2 expression is amplified in many cancers (e.g. Boumahdi et al., 2014), SOX2 expression can be protective in gastric tumors (Sarkar et al., 2016) and oral squamous cell carcinoma (Fu et al., 2016), suggesting that SOX2 loss in the tongue may be pro-oncogenic.

In summary, our results demonstrate that in adult tongue HH signaling functions through SOX2, and SOX2 is required for maintenance and renewal of both taste and non-taste lingual epithelium. Overall, our findings suggest that SOX2 is a molecular gatekeeper of HH signaling and possibly other signaling pathways in the adult tongue. Going forward, determining whether Sox2 is a direct or indirect downstream target of HH signaling will aid the development of therapies for mitigating taste disruption due to the use of HPIs as chemotherapy and will advance our understanding of the molecular mechanisms of lingual epithelium homeostasis.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Animals**

Male and female mice were all on a mixed background. Mouse lines used include combinations of the following alleles or transgenes: Sox2\textsuperscript{GFP} (Jax 017592) (Arnold et al., 2011), K14\textsuperscript{CreER} (Li et al., 2000), Sox2\textsuperscript{flox} (Jax 013093) (Shaham et al., 2009), and, in a mouse model, SHH overexpression in K14+ cells in the skin causes formation of basal cell carcinoma (Oro et al., 1997). Interestingly, in the tongue epithelium, SHH overexpression alone induces taste bud differentiation; only in the absence of SOX2 does SHH expression cause massive hyperproliferation and basal cell expansion, characteristic of basal cell carcinomas. Furthermore, although SOX2 expression is amplified in many cancers (e.g. Boumahdi et al., 2014), SOX2 expression can be protective in gastric tumors (Sarkar et al., 2016) and oral squamous cell carcinoma (Fu et al., 2016), suggesting that SOX2 loss in the tongue may be pro-oncogenic.

In summary, our results demonstrate that in adult tongue HH signaling functions through SOX2, and SOX2 is required for maintenance and renewal of both taste buds and non-taste lingual epithelium. Overall, our findings suggest that SOX2 is a molecular gatekeeper of HH signaling and possibly other signaling pathways in the adult tongue. Going forward, determining whether Sox2 is a direct or indirect downstream target of HH signaling will aid the development of therapies for mitigating taste disruption due to the use of HPIs as chemotherapy and will advance our understanding of the molecular mechanisms of lingual epithelium homeostasis.
HhAntag administration
HhAntag was prepared as described by Yauch et al. (2008) and was administered to Sox2GFP mice by oral gavage twice daily at a dose of 100 mg/kg for 3 or 7 days.

RNA extraction and qPCR
RNA from lingual epithelium after 3 days of vehicle versus HhAntag treatment was obtained for four mice for each condition and reverse transcribed following methods detailed by Castillo-Azofeifa et al. (2017). SYBR-Green-based qPCR was used as described with Sox2-specific primers (forward: CCAGCCGATGGACAGCTA; reverse: GCTGCTCCTGATCATGCT).

Tamoxifen induction of Cre
To delete Sox2 in lingual epithelial cells by Cre activation, K14CreER, Sox2flx/flx mice were gavaged once with a dose of 5 mg tamoxifen (T5648, Sigma) dissolved in corn oil; mice were sacrificed 1, 2, 7, or 11 days later. To misexpress SHH and delete Sox2flox/flox mice a Retiga 4000R camera with Q-Capture Pro-7 software, an Axiocam CCD II microscope, an Olympus SZX12 stereo microscope or Leica DM5000 B, and Fluormount G (0100-01, SouthernBiotech). All antibodies have been previously validated (Castillo et al., 2012) or ProLong Gold Antifade (P36930, Thermo Fisher Scientific), and coverslipped with Fluormount G (0100-01, SouthernBiotech). All taste buds in either type of papillae were tallied and assigned a number. Typical and atypical FF taste buds were analyzed separately. Sets of ten typical FF taste buds per mouse were randomly selected (random.org) for quantification of the total number of K8 pixels inside taste buds. We analyzed each confocal optical section from every taste bud z-stack using our imstack toolbox developed in MATLAB (Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA) (Castillo-Azofeifa et al., 2017). We loaded each z-stack into the imstack toolbox and established a rectangular region-of-interest (ROI) that completely encompassed the taste bud. The same ROI dimensions were used for all analyzed images. Signal in all three channels was thresholded using Otsu’s method (Otsu, 1979). Signal was designated as those pixels with an intensity above the calculated threshold value within the taste bud ROI.

We measured the corrected integrated density (CID) of SOX2-GFP immunofluorescence from z-stacks using the open-source platform Fiji (Schindelin et al., 2012). We first established a taste bud region-of-interest (ROI) encompassing each K8+ taste bud (Texas Red channel). SOX2-GFP CID was quantified within the ROI to obtain SOX2-GFP corrected fluorescence within each taste bud. To quantify SOX2-GFP corrected fluorescence of FFP walls plus PG cells, we set a new ROI (ROI2) delimiting the papilla walls and taste bud. However, in ROI2 we masked the area corresponding to the taste bud ROI, and quantified SOX2-GFP CID within each papilla. CID was obtained using the following calculation: corrected integrated density=integrated density–(area selected×mean value of background) (Gavet and Pines, 2010).

For whole-section analysis of cell proliferation by Ki67 immunoreactivity, representative sections were selected from a region of the tongue in which FF and filiform papillae are adequately distributed for the analysis. This region of the tongue is located 480 μm from the tip of the tongue.

Statistical analysis
Normally distributed data were analyzed using the parametric two-tailed Student’s t-test with Welch’s correction or two-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparisons test. The non-parametric Mann–Whitney U-test was used if the data did not fit a normal distribution. Significance was taken as P<0.05 with a confidence interval of 95%. Data are presented as mean+s.d. for parametric data or as median with interquartile range for non-parametric data.
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